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i particularly like how useful this feature is for mobile users who may be relying on (notoriously insecure) public wi-fi hotspots. on the topic of security, anyone looking to engage in p2p activity should make
good use of nordvpn's fleet of p2p optimized servers! these dedicated servers pack improved speed and stability, meaning your downloads will complete in a flash, and that you won't have to worry about any
nosy hackers keeping tabs on your activity. i'm consistently impressed by just how many surfshark servers there are to choose from 3,200 in 65 countries is a seriously generous spread, and ensures reliable
access to geo-restricted sites, as well as blocked social media platforms or streaming services. i like being able to favorite servers, or connect to the closest or fastest option with a single click, and being able
to display servers by speed also comes in handy for torrenters who want to see their downloads complete in record time! this one of the best nordvpn alternatives for torrenting, and its flexibility is
unparalleled. not only can you use a wide range of the service's servers, but you can also access your selected server directly by name from the vpn app. you can then log in and establish a secure tunnel to
your chosen server. logging on to a server you have already created is then as simple as choosing which server you want to use within the vpn app. and if you get bored of your preferred servers, simply pick
another country and another server! i really like how some of the servers load times are absolutely minuscule. this means that you can download your torrent immediately, and you won't have to wait around
worrying if your download will complete in the allotted time. and remember, each server is capable of delivering 1,500+ mbps, which is the equivalent of a 200mbps connection.
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if you're looking for a speedy and secure vpn that'll sort out your torrenting woes, then i'd recommend jumping on the private internet access bandwagon. full stealth mode and a no-logs policy ensure that
your activities are hidden from those who'd like to keep tabs on you online, and, when you do wish to make your activity public, pia will provide multiple options for this. it also offers both ipv4 and ipv6
connectivity, making it easy to keep your torrenting hidden from one generation to the next. pia seems to be doing a good job of keeping up with the evolving torrenting landscape, too. upgrading your

service is relatively painless, and if it's not broken, you can expect pia to stay online well into the future. even if it has gone kaput, the service is open source which means you'll always be able to download
the latest builds and run their pia client yourself. with secure, p2p optimized servers, a dedicated ios and android app, unlimited bandwidth, a 30-day money-back guarantee, and a us-based customer support

team, surfshark (aff) is the king of torrenting vpns and does not disappoint. the service's dedicated torrenting servers help you to be seamlessly anonymous on both tcp and udp connections, meaning you
can get on with downloading without having to worry about vulnerabilities (such as dns leaks or ip leaks) plaguing your connection. in addition, i appreciate surfshark's decision to allow its customers to get
free tickets for nbc's popular comedy saturday night live (although, personally, i'd recommend avoiding this as every ticket is a lottery). although surfshark uses the openvpn protocol, it does also support

ikev2 and wireguard protocols, which seems a bit redundant but is still a nice option to have. another thing that stands out is the service's choice to make its servers ipv6-only. i personally think this is a good
option for any p2p user as it means you're able to connect to content that's only available over ipv6. 5ec8ef588b
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